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Sunday Times bestselling author and foster carer Casey
Watson’s first heartbreaking memoir. Justin was five years
old; his brothers two and three. Their mother, a heroin addict,
had left them alone again. Later that day, after trying to burn
down the family home, Justin was taken into care.
"Why are we fighting this war? Because evil must be resisted,
and sooner or later there comes a time when men of principle
have to make a stand. Because war is good for business and
it's better to die on our feet than live on our knees. Because
they started it. But at this stage in the proceedings," he
added, with a slightly lop-sided grin, "mostly from force of
habit." A soldier with a gift for archery. A woman who kills
without care. Two brothers, both unbeatable generals, now
fighting for opposing armies. No one in the vast and once
glorious United Empire remains untouched by the rift between
East and West, and the war has been fought for as long as
anyone can remember. Some still survive who know how it
was started, but no one knows how it will end. This serial
novel from the World Fantasy Award winning K. J. Parker is
the story of a war on a grand scale, told through the eyes of
its soldiers, politicians, victims and heroes. The first three
parts of The Two of Swords will arrive in April 2015, with
further installments to be released monthly. This is the
nineteenth installment in the Two of Swords serialization.
Different faiths, shared hopes. Are we more alike than we
know? In these first-person stories from diverse voices of
faith, hear from people whose faith leads them to seek justice
and work for love amidst our world’s violence and divisions.
Gain a deeper understanding of the diverse beliefs practiced
by your neighbors and our shared hopes for building a better
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world. Reflection questions with each chapter make this book
perfect for small group study or read as a private devotional.
Acting on Faith inspires hope and encourages personal
action through concrete examples of faithfulness, justice, and
love from those on the front lines of activism and advocacy. A
portion of the proceeds from this book will be donated to
Habitat for Humanity of Wake County’s Interfaith Build.
Readers will greatly benefit reading this book’s forerunner
SO MUCH WATER SO LITTLE WOOD for they play in
contrasting milieus of maladministration and usually well
administered milieus of the financial and other worlds. The
American Association of Universty Professors deserves
praise for its penetrating light on that book’s milieu
benefitting employees and other educational institutions for
future years. Professions have their unique vocabulary and
idioms of wisdom as does the investment business. Its truth
will be summarized. Business flourished for me. Ruth and I
could vacation and travel — a more pleasant life. Sorrow
struck. Ruth had developed small brain aneurysms and died
within four days. Two and a half years later I married Janice
Seybolt Morton, a widow with two young daughters. Life went
on. And Princeton Seminary? Purposely locked in a forget
corner. Then my phone rang. The same student who wanted
a copy of my prayer decades ago, now Seminary Archivist,
looked for my file, but it was forever assigned to trash. “I still
have your prayer,” he said. He came for three days, asking
questions and recording my answers. He unlocked the
corner. I had portraits of five deceased, outstanding former
colleagues at Princeton painted for the Seminary, and
eventually established endowments for scholarships and
distribution of Bibles in South Africa, together with liberal
contributions for a new library. Graciously the Seminary
dedicated a lecture room in the new library for me on October
22, 2013. This book fulfills my dream of tribute to several of
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my friends at Pretoria University dedicating their lives to the
Kingdom of God. They are all long gone now, one fifty years
ago in 2013, but to all applies the inscription on Johannes
Petrus Potgieter’s grave stone at his mission station Rivoni:
“THOU THEY WERE DEAD, YET SHALL THEY LIVE.”
Young Carlo Bruno Caporrimo, after the tragic loss of his
families fortune as a result of the carnage and massive
destruction of his native Sicily during WWII, and the
subsequent death of both his mother and father shortly after
immigrating to America, is persuaded by a bewilderingly
glamorous and glittery underworld of top New York City
Mafioso to conduct nefarious family deeds. By taking the
wrong road Carlo becomes engulfed in a Manhattan night life
of organized crime, gambling, sex and bribery. Proclaimed by
the government as a marked jewel thief and finally ordered
out of New York City by the District Attorney, he sets out west
to begin a new life. It is here that he finds his redemption in
Calvarys Cross and his spiritual destiny fulfilled. Travel the
world with Dr. Bruno Caporrimo as he proclaims the message
of faith, restoration and new life in Christ Jesus. Experience
his first hand accounts as a Minister of the Gospel to the
nations and read of the impact that his far-reaching ministry
has had on lives. Journey with him in his autobiography from
mafia boss to the cross!
Includes both books and articles.
In 2004, Jim McKinley contracted Guillain-Barre syndrome.
He was trapped inside himself with only slight movements to
acknowledge conversation. Many saw him during this time
and believed the end was at hand, but God had other plans.
Jim did survive and now tells you about his journey. He dealt
with pain and demons and was rescued by angels and
describes the angel who hovered near his bed one day. He
teaches us of God?s love, the importance of family and
friends, and much more.
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Cameron fostered great dreams as a child, and included
serving his country like his father did--a World War II veteran
and one of the first African American air force pilots. As
Cameron matures he discovers that his color and ancestry
will make achieving his dreams nearly impossible. Bigotry
casts a long shadow and follows Cameron. However, it does
not deter the young man from pursuing his desire to serve his
country. Despite harsh challenges he begins basic training to
become a full-fledged soldier. Cameron's story is one of
friendship, love, espionage, and high stakes drama. Cameron
and his mismatched friend travel the world free and wild
where passion, intrigue, and major challenges confront them.
Horizons of Heroes: Free and Wild is a riveting, funny, sexy
novel.
What happens when speaking the truth becomes illegal? That
is the question Pastor Pete Holloway faces when California
implements the Hate Speech Reparation and Elimination Act.
When the San Francisco pastor is threatened with fines,
reeducation, and incarceration for violating the state's new
hate speech law, he chooses to flee. But from what? Truth?
Responsibility? God? Or his own sin? As he struggles to
remain one step ahead of the law, Pete is forced to confront
his options. Should he join the resistance and fight back,
remain on the run until the Draconian law can be overturned,
or should he return to take his stand and face the
consequences? As he wrestles with his conscience, he
discovers things hidden deep in his heart which must be
addressed before he can find resolution and peace. Is he
courageous enough to confront them, or has his journey been
in vain? Endorsements As the voice of Conservative Christian
politics in Kansas, I am constantly in the bull’s-eye of today’s
Godless cancel culture. Author David Mathews, through his
artistic gift Fugitive of Faith, teaches me that I rest
comfortably in God’s hands. I know this brilliant book will be
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an incredible gift to you as well. Simply put, Fugitive of Faith
is a glorious journey through the perils of our progressive
society and an honor to read. State Senator Mark B. Steffen,
M.D. Since all but a handful of states have hate crimes laws
on the books, this fictional look at how a Bible-believing
pastor might deal with being accused of violating the law and
face both criminal charges and devastating real world effects
is especially relevant. As recent events in Canada clearly
illustrate, a day of reckoning for members of the clergy may
not be as far away as some Christians believe it to be.
Fugitive of Faith will serve as a catalyst for soul searching
and spark spirited discussion for Christians in all walks of life!
Courtney Montgomery Political blogger at The Cerebral
Conservative
During a student exchange program, seventh-graders Ivy
June and Catherine share their lives, homes, and
communities, and find that although their lifestyles are total
opposites they have a lot in common.
In the first book to explore the religious ideals and
background of the 43rd president of the United States, The
Faith of George W. Bush discusses how Bush's spiritual
beliefs shape his private life as well as drive his policies and
politics. More than any other presidency in recent years,
George W. Bush's presidency is "faith based." He has often
said that faith saved his life, nurtured his family, established
his political career, and helped form the destiny of the nation.
Discover how Bush incorporates his faith and belief in God
into every detail of life. From his devotional time alone each
morning to his frequent use of Scripture in his speeches, the
president relies upon his faith to direct his actions and goals.
The Faith of George W. Bush recounts Bush's conversion to
Christianity in 1986, when he overcame a growing
dependence on alcohol by turning to the Bible to save his
marriage and family. From the tragedy of September 11 to the
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conflict in Iraq, President Bush has learned to use his faith to
help him live his public and private life. This revealing book
will inspire others to do the same.
I wrote this book for two reasons, both of which are tightly
intertwined. First is the fact that my daughter Connie and I
discussed writing this book together while she was a
freshman at the University of Kentucky. After her death, I
needed to accomplish that goal we had set together, to share
our faith in God with others who were not fortunate to have
been brought up in a Christian home. Second is the fact that I
know Satan was controlling the drunk driver who was
responsible for Connies death. Therefore, I want to honor
God by sharing my faith that Connie is in heaven. Satan took
Connies life in this world, but God gave Connie eternal life in
heaven. Through faith in Jesus Christ, we will someday be in
heaven together again. The Bible is the most published book
in the world by far, at over nine billion copies. Yet I
acknowledge that the Bible is not the easiest place for
someone new to Christian theology to begin a journey with
God in our modern, science-dominated, politically correct
culture. Therefore, I have captured a lifetime of study and
discussions about the Bible and shared it with you in this
book, in the hopes it will make you aware of what God offers
everyone.
Effective instructions on how to share the love of Christ with
anyone are offered in this guide. Reissue. 30,000 first
printing.
God wants to do something fantastic with what you already
have!
THE STORY: In DEFENDER OF THE FAITH, Stuart
Carolan's debut play, an IRA family living in rural Armagh,
Ireland, in 1986 come apart under the immense strain put on
them when an IRA interrogator visits determined to find the
informer in their midst.
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The Man Nobody KnewA NovelWestBow Press
“Philip, you--and all the rest of you, too--have been with me
for almost three years and yet you still don’t know me.” We
were shocked to hear these words. All twelve of us had been
his closest associates these past three years. We had
traveled throughout our home country with him. We had
carefully observed him interact with all types of people in all
manner of circumstances. We were puzzled, dismayed, even
angry at what we thought was his unjust and untrue
characterization of us, his dearest friends. Had our service to
him and his cause been in vain? Within these pages, Garrett
Whitworth introduces The Man Nobody Knew, the man every
person somehow innately desires to know. It’s an irresistible,
compelling, surprising road trip from Nazareth to Jerusalem,
from a wooden manger to a wooden tree. Feel the Palestinian
dust in your sandals, savor fish, freshly-roasted over an open
fire by the Sea of Galilee, see him walk on water and raise
the dead, hear him say, “Follow me.” -Ted Hamilton, MD
Christians are the products of yesterday, today, and forever.
It means that we have the past, present, and future.
Everybody has past records; if not well handled with faith, it
can ruin your future completely. You need faith in Jesus
Christ to remain successful in life. Look for faith and make it
the foundational stone that will hold your past, present, and
future without any unnecessary anxieties. Friends are
important when they are contributing to your success, but
when you are the only one carrying their burdens, you will
soon be like them-poor. Faith will make you survive when you
are left alone. God will never visit you for a special miracle
until men will leave you alone in the midst of trouble. There
are two people you must trust for your future: Jesus Christ
and yourself. A meaningful and outstanding future is the
result of faith commanded into critical situation when all hope
is lost. Everyone that wants to have a glorious future must
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look for faith to embrace. You cannot divorce faith and marry
future. You never know how important faith is until you know
how painful it is to live life without faith. The Bible says, "The
just shall live by faith" (Romans 1:17, NKJV). Brethren, it is
only those that have faith who will drive into future with
fearless minds.
Do you constantly struggle with your walk of obedience?
Does the secret of faith elude you? Confound you? The first
thing we discover after the honeymoon of commitment is that
we dont know how to walk in faith. Is it because we dont have
enough faith? We assume we should not have a problem with
our walk of faith because we love God, but if the truth be
known, we do--more often than we care to admit. Walking in
defeat becomes the norm as we struggle to control our
lives.Dont lose heart!The Simplicity of Faith offers help and
hope where these and other issues are concerned.
The Viral Faith is meant to help people pass through their
most difficult phases in life with the greatest of ease rather
than letting in thoughts of defeat or, at the extreme, suicide.
It’s a book with high level of inspiration with so many
messages of hope and survival. The book shows you how to
handle the disappointments from unmet expectations from
our spouses, the government, the environment, or our
preconceived desires from life. If you have ever given up or
are about to give up on anything, then this is a must read
book before you take that decision.
Forrester Road is the first standalone book in the
Winston/Barnett saga. When Faith Barnett climbed the steps
of the caboose on Chuck Winston's freight train, it was the
first time she ever set foot outside Wilke County. Stowing
away with Chuck would get her to college, but school would
not prepare her for the difficulties of the adult world. As Texas
and the whole nation were plunged into the globe's first world
war, a more insidious and destructive enemy sneaked into
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town with one of the returning soldiers. The deadly La Grippe,
otherwise known as the Spanish Flu, spread around the world
like a dark cloud, leaving few households untouched. A lesser
war raged in Faith's heart as Gabriel Hamilton weakened her
resolve to devote her life to her career as an old-maid school
teacher. Faith's discovery that the adult world contained
people perfectly willing to betray friends shocked her but
seemed trivial when she met Gabe's scheming and
manipulative Uncle Horace. If you love history, you will love
meeting the families along Forrester Road. Unlike British
royalty, many Texans acquired their property through Spanish
Land Grants, but the struggles and interaction between the
characters is as rich with the intrigue of the times as the
storyline of Downton Abby.
The epic concluding volume in The Two of Swords trilogy by
World Fantasy Award-winning author K. J. Parker. "Why are
we fighting this war? Because evil must be resisted, and
sooner or later there comes a time when men of principle
have to make a stand. Because war is good for business and
it's better to die on our feet than live on our knees. Because
they started it. But at this stage in the proceedings," he
added, with a slightly lop-sided grin, "mostly from force of
habit." A soldier with a gift for archery. A woman who kills
without care. Two brothers, both unbeatable generals, now
fighting for opposing armies. No-one in the vast and once
glorious United Empire remains untouched by the rift between
East and West, and the war has been fought for as long as
anyone can remember. Some still survive who know how it
was started, but no-one knows how it will end. The Two of
Swords is the story of a war on a grand scale, told through
the eyes of its soldiers, politicians, victims and heroes.
Shares a dialog on the Holocaust, anti-Semitism, and faith
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